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How to relate the strong nuclear 
interaction to the underlying  QCD 
that governs the physics of quarks 
and gluons ?

How to understand the very rich 
structure of atomic nuclei in 
terms of interactions 
between nucleons ?



  

 Phenomenology of nucleon-nucleon  interaction

-> long-range part dominated 
by one-pion exchange.
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Two-nucleon data i.e. nucleon-nucleon 
phase shift and deuteron binding 
energy reproduced by phenomenological 
potentials.

Moreover, if one considers a 
unitary transformation, 

(taken from N. Ishii et al, PRL 99, (2007))

Three examples of phenomenological potentials 

no such thing 
as THE nucleon-nucleon potential



  

nucleons are not point
particles, some degrees of 
freedom are neglected 
( e.g  Δ -resonance, 
polarization effects.....) 

(taken from Nogga et al, PRL 85, (2000))

Three- and four-nucleon systems with n-n potentials 

          ''intrinsec''
three-(many) body forces



  

nucleons are not point
particles, some degrees of 
freedom are neglected 
( e.g  Δ -resonance, 
polarization effects.....) 

(taken from Nogga et al, PRL 85, (2000))

Three- and four-nucleon systems with n-n potentials 

 different many-body forces for different two-body interactions

          ''intrinsec''
three-(many) body forces



  

* technical difficulty associated with  
the strong repulsive core at short distance 

unitary transformations could be used 
to soften the potential

''induced'' many-body forces 



  

Effective Field Theory

(i) improvable order by order.

(ii) many-body and two-body interactions in a same framework.

(ii) soft interaction.

Construction of interactions in the 
''philosophy'' of EFT:



  

Construction of an Effective Field Theory

i) Identify the relevant degrees of 
freedom : high-energy degrees of 
freedom are integrated out.

ii) Construct the most general 
potential/Lagrangian consistent 
with the symmetries of the 
system

iii) Design an organizational 
principle (power counting) that 
can distinguish between more or 
less important contributions.



  

Ultra cold atoms confined in Harmonic Oscillator trap

 → interaction  can be tuned with 
an external magnetic field :

         |a|/R can be varied



  

Ultra cold atoms confined in Harmonic Oscillator trap

 → interaction  can be tuned with 
an external magnetic field :

         |a|/R can be varied

nucleon-nucleon interaction

 a(1S
0
)

 
~-20 fm (scattering)

 a(3S
1
)

 
~5 fm (deuteron)

Few atoms systems are a  testing ground for 
few(many)-body methods.

 |a|/R>>1  regime



  

Generality : for a short range interaction, i.e. kR<<1 , one can 
describe the low-energy scattering of a two-body system as :

(pseudopotential)

(boundary condition 
at the origin)

free system +                                 or

Two particles in a wide H.O. trap i.e, R/b <<1 :

(pseudopotential)

(boundary condition 
at the origin)

H.O. potential +                                 or



  

bound state in the trap  

Two-particle system 
in a Harmonic Oscillator trap  

phase shift (scattering physics)

(zero range limit)

T. Stöferle et al, PRL 96 (2006)



  

Two-body interaction in a truncated space for two fermions in H.O. trap

At Leading Order, the power counting is such that :

Diagonalization of the trap+potential within a finite H.O basis: 

so far C
0
(n

max
) has not been fixed....

 Most general potential consistent with the symmetries of the system:

(''pionless'' like potential)

n
max

  n
max



  

Energy of the 3rd excited state given
by the EFT potential (at unitarity i.e. infinite a

2
)

For any energy E solution of the Schrödinger equation : 

we fit C
0
(n

max
) such that the ground state

 corresponds to ground state given by the 
''data'' :

 solution of 



  

Beyond LO

excited states to fix the 
coupling constants appearing at 
higher order

-> Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO): first 
order perturbation theory (as dictated by 
the power counting in the absence of a trap)

g.s and 1st 
excited state 
fitted to data



  

-> NNLO : 2nd  order perturbation theory 

I. Stetcu, J. R, B.R. Barrett, and U. van Kolck., Ann. Phys. 325 (2010) 1644.

Beyond NLO

i) potential improvable order by order
ii) faster convergence to the data as 
more corrections are included

Calculations for finite scattering length and finite range show same qualitative
behaviour



  

More than two fermions in a H.O trap

-> two-body interaction V
ij 
 constructed with EFT with the two- fermion 

trapped system
-> resolution of the many-body problem  with the No Core Shell Model 
formalism.

+.....

 → Exact solution for three-fermion 
system at unitarity is known:



  

 → convergence is faster as more 
corrections are considered.

 → same convergence pattern observed 
for finite a

2
 and r

2
.

Ground state

1st excited 
state

2nd excited 
state

N
2

max
N

2
max

N
2

max

Three-fermion system at Unitarity with EFT potential

J. R, I. Stetcu, B.R. Barrett , M.C. Birse and U. van Kolck., 
PRA 82 (2010) 032711.



  

Four-fermion system at Unitarity

NNLO, N
2

max=10

E= 3.52

Comparison with 
other approaches:

-> 3.545 ∓0.003 
Alhassid et al, PRL 100, 
230401 (2008)

-> 3.6 ∓0.1
Chang et al, PRA 76, 
021603 (2007)

Ground state

1st excited state 

N
2

max



  

Stetcu et al, PLB653, 2007

* Leading order :
i) 2-body N-N contact interactions in 
the 3S

1
 ,1S

0
 channel 

ii) 3-body contact interaction in the 3-
nucleon  S

1/2 
channel

-> coupling constants fitted to the 
binding energy of the deuteron, triton 
and 4He.

1st excited 0+ state

 the cutoff is defined with the 
HO basis size and frequency :

Pionless EFT for nuclei within a  No-Core Shell Model approach 

no H.O. trap here !!
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Answer : by trapping nuclei in a H.O. potential

 Question : How to go beyond Leading-Order ?



  

Answer : by trapping nuclei in a H.O. potential

 Question : How to go beyond Leading-Order ?

data to constraint the EFT 
in the No Core Shell Model basis



  

How far can we go in trapping the system to describe 
intrinsically untrapped physics i.e.  free nuclei ?

Binding energy of a free deuteron

 
~-2,221 MeV

Energy of a ''trapped deuteron''

=> ω should be as small as possible

but not too small since EFT cutoff 



  

3 nucleons at LO/NLO in a ''weak'' trap      

  → convergence of energy as the two-body cutoff  N
2

max
 
 increases

  → NLO converges faster than LO
  → no 3-body force at these orders (as in the untrapped case) 

But there is no bound three-nucleon system in this channel !!! 
What can we learn from that ?

LO : scattering lengths
 in the  3S

1,
 1S

0
 channels

NLO : effective ranges
in 3S

1,
 1S

0
 channels



  

For a trap weak enough, the lowest states coupled to                     
correspond to n-d scattering 

Scattering length         of the n-d (L=0,S=3/2) channel

=> extraction of scattering physics 
from bound state spectrum

J. R, I. Stetcu, B.R. Barrett, 
and U. van Kolck., PRC 85 (2012)

Agreement with previous EFT 
results in the continuum at NLO
 

Bedaque, Van Kolck, PLB 428 
(1998) 



  

 Binding energy of a trapped triton at Leading Order 

-> the 3-nucleon system collapses as the two-(three)body cutoff is increased 
 (Thomas effect)

-> need for a three-body force at LO (as in the continuum)

exp  (free triton)



  

  → two-body and many-body forces directly constructed in the NCSM model space by 
trapping in a Harmonic Oscillator potential

   → no need for three-body force at Leading Order for three-nucleon
 system coupled to Jπ=3/2+  (as in the untrapped case) 

 → extraction of the scattering length 4a
2
 of the deuteron-neutron scattering

  → 3-body force at Leading Order for the trapped triton

Perspectives

* heavier systems
* inclusion of Pion Exchange(s) potentials

No Core Shell model (NCSM) as an Effective Field Theory



  

 A) cut off a la Shell Model : two body cut-off N2 is fixed by N3.

-> two-body interaction defined by cutoff N
2

max
  
 and 

three body model space defined by cutoff N
3

max   

Problem !!! : NLO , NNLO further away from 
exact value than LO for some states

ground state
1st excited 
state

N
a

N
b

N
3
=Na+Nb

Three fermions in a trap

N
2

max N
2

max



  

B) Solution :
-> for a fixed two-body cut-off N

2
max  the three body cut-off N

3
max 

is increased until convergence (completeness is reached).

Na

Nb

N3=Na+Nb

->no restriction on N3 

-> for N
a
> N

2
max the 

interaction is “switched 
off”

Three fermions in a trap

N
2

max=18

N
2

max=10

1st excited 
state

N
3

max

-> correct ordering of the different orders, faster convergence

J. R, I.Stetcu, B. Barrett, U. Van Kolck, M. Birse, PRA 82, 2010



  

-> convergence increases as 
more corrections are 
considered

Ground state

1st excited 
state

2nd excited 
state

N
2

max
N

2
max

N
2

max



  

Two nucleons in the 3S
1
 channel at Next-to-Leading order : 

Coupling constant c
0
,c

2
 

fitted to the ground state 
(deuteron) and the first 
excited state in the trap.

3S
1
 N-N phase shift in the trap

LO NLO

Cutoff defined as

i)

ii)



  

1st excited state in  4He in a trap

Leading-Order Next-to-Leading-Order



  

Running of the coupling constants at unitarity.

-> good power counting !



  

Physical meaning of the scattering length 
a

2
unitarity''stronger'' interaction''not that strong'' interaction

-> no bound state
-> a_nn (1S

0
) ~-20 fm

-> bound state
-> deuteron channel a

nn
(3S

1
) ~5 

fm

-> a
2
=∞

→ zero-energy 
bound state

''Not that far''  from unitarity in the 
case of  the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
: 
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